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Abstract
Thomas-Whitehead (TW) gravity is a projectively invariant model of gravity over a d-
dimensional manifold that is intimately related to string theory through reparameterization in-
variance. Unparameterized geodesics are the ubiquitous structure that ties together string theory
and higher dimensional gravitation. This is realized through the projective geometry of Tracy
Thomas. The projective connection, due to Thomas and later Whitehead, admits a component
that in one dimension is in one-to-one correspondence with the coadjoint elements of the Virasoro
algebra. This component is called the diffeomorphism field Dab in the literature. It also has been
shown that in four dimensions, the TW action collapses to the Einstein-Hilbert action with cos-
mological constant when Dab is proportional to the Einstein metric. These previous results have
been restricted to either particular metrics, such as the Polyakov 2D metric, or were restricted
to coordinates that were volume preserving. In this paper, we review TW gravity and derive the
gauge invariant TW action that is explicitly projectively invariant and general coordinate invariant.
We derive the covariant field equations for the TW action and show how fermionic fields couple
to the gauge invariant theory. The independent fields are the metric tensor gab, the fundamental
projective invariant Πabc, and the diffeomorphism field Dab.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Virasoro algebra [1] is usually considered at the heart of string theory through its
relationship with conformal symmetry, where two copies of the Virasoro algebra define the
conformal algebra. However, the relationship between string theory and the Virasoro alge-
bra also has an even more primitive origin through its identity as a one dimensional vector
space[2] and projective structure [3–5]. Since the coadjoint orbits admit a natural symplectic
structure, their geometric actions provide an avenue to the two dimensional field theories
that can be associated with quantum gravity [6–8]. Furthermore, when married with an
affine Lie Algebra (Kac-Moody algebra), one finds that the coadjoint elements appear as
background sources for the two-dimensional gravitation (Virasoro sector) and gauge (Kac-
Moody sector) theories. The background fields in the Kac-Moody sector correspond to the
vector potentials which serve as the gauge connections, Aa, for Yang-Mills theories. It was
suggested in [9] that the coadjoint elements of the Virasoro sector also could be put on
an equivalent footing with the Kac-Moody sector if the coadjoint elements of the Virasoro
algebra could also have an associated “gauge” field in higher dimensions. The posited field
was dubbed the diffeomorphism field, Dab. This realization was recently established in [10],
when Kirillov’s observation[4, 5] that the coadjoint elements of the Virasoro algebra are in
one-to-one correspondence with Sturm-Liouville[11, 12] operators, was reexamined. The au-
thors were able to use the one dimensional projective structure to provide a bridge between
the Virasoro algebra and projective geometry in higher dimensions. Thus the analogous
“gauge” symmetry due to reparameterization invariance in the Virasoro sector is projective
invariance and the diffeomorphism field corresponds to projective connections. With this,
the diffeomorphism field that appears in two dimensions through the geometric action as a
background field has a different interpretation than that of expectation values of external
energy-momentum tensors, as in conformal field theories. Furthermore the diffeomorphism
field can acquire dynamics as a fundamental field through the projective curvature squared
terms. Some of the entangled relationship between conformal geometry and projective ge-
ometry has been studied in [13–17]. For a good review see [18].
So far, discussions of dynamical projective connections [10, 19] have been restricted to
particular metrics that are focused on the 2D Polyakov metric [20, 21] or Einstein geometries
in four dimensions where compatibility has been enforced. In this paper we generalize those
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considerations for any space-time dimensions and exhibit a Lagrangian that is explicitly
projectively invariant and general coordinate invariant, i.e. gauge invariant. We will briefly
review the salient features of the study of geodesics through the Thomas-Whitehead connec-
tion, the Thomas Cone and tensor and fermion representations on the Thomas Cone. Then,
by using the Palatini [22] formalism, we explicitly construct the gauge invariant Thomas -
Whitehead gravitational action (TW) [10], the gauge invariant Dirac action and covariant
field equations, its coupling to arbitrary Yang-Mills theories, and the energy-momentum
tensor. This work can be extended to include higher-order interactions, using the projec-
tive version of Lovelock Gravity[23] to classically maintain an initial value formulation. We
will conclude with remarks on geodesic deviations as it is there that contributions through
gravitational radiation may become manifest.
II. FROM GEODESICS TO PROJECTIVE CURVATURE
In its most pragmatic form, string theory can be thought of as regulating the Feynman
diagrams in gravitational theories by adding a small space-like curve to the point particle.
This activity already endows the string with a projective structure. The curves are param-
eterized by vector fields, say ζa = dx
a
dσ
, which allows one to take the intrinsic or absolute
derivative of any vector field along these curves. In one-dimension the Virasoro algebra is
the algebra of centrally extended vector fields on a line or circle and a projective structure
emerges [3, 5, 24].
A. Geodetics
In any dimension, the intrinsic (or absolute) derivative of a vector field va along a curve
C parameterized by σ is given by,
Dva
dσ
≡
dva
dσ
+ Γabcv
bζc, (1)
where Γabc are connection coefficients associated with a connection ∇a and ζ
a is the tangent
vector dx
a
dσ
along the curve C. An affine geodesic generalizes the notion of a straight line
and ζa is said to be geodesic if the change of ζa along the curve C parameterized by σ is be
proportional to itself, i.e.
Dζa
dσ
= f(σ)ζa, (2)
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where f(σ) is the proportionality function. This yields the affine geodesic equation,
d2xa
dσ2
+ Γabc
dxb
dσ
dxc
dσ
= f(σ)
dxa
dσ
. (3)
One may change the parameterization from σ to u(σ) by writing
d
du
=
dσ
du
d
dσ
(4)
and for a suitable choice u(σ) we can eliminate the right hand side of Eq. (3) to write the
geodetic equation
d2xa
du2
+ Γabc
dxb
du
dxc
du
= 0. (5)
Here the parameter u is said to be an affine parameter with respect to the connection ∇a
as
dxb
du
∇bu = 1.
Although the parameterization may have changed, the curves remain the same. Furthermore
different connections, say ∇ˆa and ∇a can sometimes admit the same geodesics. If so, then
∇ˆ and ∇ belong to the same projective equivalence class. Thomas showed how one can
write a gauge theory over this projective symmetry [25, 26]. We discuss this gauge theory
presently.
B. Projectively equivalent paths
Consider a d-dimensional manifold M with coordinates xa where italic latin indices
a, b, c,m, n, · · · = 0, 1, . . . , d− 1. Let ∇ˆa be a connection onM where ζa is geodetic, i.e.
ζb∇ˆbζ
a =
d2xa
dτ 2
+ Γˆabc
dxb
dτ
dxc
dτ
= 0. (6)
Now consider another connection whose coefficients are defined as
Γabc = Γˆ
a
bc + δ
a
bvc + δ
a
cvb, (7)
where vb is an arbitrary one form. The geodesic equation for this connection is then
ζb∇bζ
a =
d2xa
dτ 2
+ Γabc
dxb
dτ
dxc
dτ
= f(τ)
dxa
dτ
, (8)
and where f(τ) = 2vb
dxb
dτ
. Since Eq. (8) can also be made geodetic by a suitable reparameter-
ization of τ to u(τ) both Eq. (6) and Eq. (8)admit the same geodesic curves. Eq. (7) is called
a projective transformation and establishes the projective equivalence relation, Γˆabc ∼ Γabc.
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In [25, 26], Thomas presents a “gauge” theory of projectively equivalent connections
that is projectively invariant and general coordinate invariant. This begins by defining the
fundamental projective invariant Πabc
Πabc ≡ Γ
a
bc −
1
(d+1)
δa(bΓ
m
c)m, (9)
which is traceless by construction
Πaba = Π
a
ab = 0 (10)
and invariant under a projective transformation, Eq. (7), for an arbitrary one form va. Using
the fundamental projective invariant Πabc one can write a geodetic equation
d2xa
dτ 2
+Πabc
dxb
dτ
dxc
dτ
= 0, (11)
that is projectively invariant. However this equation is not covariant as Πabc transforms as
Π′
a
bc = J
a
f
(
ΠfdeJ¯
d
bJ¯
e
c +
∂2xf
∂x′b ∂x′c
)
+ 1
d+1
∂ log |J |
∂xd
(
J¯dbδ
a
c + J¯
d
cδ
a
b
)
(12)
under a general coordinate transformation from x→ x′(x) with Jab =
∂x′a
∂xb
, the Jacobian of
the transformation. We will denote the inverse Jacobian as J¯ab =
∂xa
∂x′b
. The last summand
spoils the covariance and can be related to volume, as it involves the determinant of the
Jacobian of the transformation J = det (Jab). Thomas then constructs a line bundle over
M which is a d + 1-dimensional manifold N referred to as the Thomas Cone [27] [28]. The
coordinates on the Thomas Cone are (x0, x1, . . . , xd−1, λ), where λ is denoted the volume
coordinate. Since the volume coordinate, λ, takes values 0 < λ < ∞, N is called a cone.
The coordinates transform as
x′α = (x′0(xd), x′1(xd), . . . , x′d−1(xd), λ′ = λ|J |−
1
d+1 ). (13)
From here on, we refer to transformations in Eq. (13) as TCN -transformations. Here,
Greek indices are over N coordinates and take values α, β, µ, · · · = 0, 1, 2, . . . , d and italic
latin indices are over coordinates onM and take values a, b,m, n, · · · = 0, 1, 2, . . .d− 1. We
reserve the index λ and the upright letter d to refer to the volume coordinate xd = xλ = λ.
For every coordinate transformation on M there is a unique coordinate transformation on
N .
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C. Thomas projective connections
Thomas was able to find a connection on N that transforms as a connection by extending
the fundamental projective invariant to a d + 1-dimensional projective connection Π˜αµν . It
is defined as follows [25, 29, 30]
Π˜αλβ= Π˜
α
βλ = −
1
d+1
δαβ (14a)
Π˜abc= Π˜
a
cb = Π
a
bc (14b)
Π˜λab= Π˜
λ
ba = −
d+1
d−1
Rab , (14c)
where Rab is constructed from the equi-projective curvature “tensor” Rmabn
Rmabn = Π
m
a[n,b] +Π
p
a[nΠ
m
b]p , (15)
with an associated equi-projective Ricci “tensor”
Rab = R
m
amb . (16)
With this, Π˜αµν transforms as a connection under a TCN -transformation as
Π˜′αµν =
∂x′α
∂xρ
∂xσ
∂x′µ
∂xβ
∂x′ν
Π˜ρσβ +
∂2xβ
∂x′µ∂′ν
∂x′α
∂xβ
(17)
so that one may construct a projective curvature tensor
R˜αµνβ =Π˜
α
µ[β,ν] + Π˜
ρ
µ[βΠ˜
α
ν]ρ , (18)
whose non-vanishing components are
R˜λabn =
d+1
d−1
(Ra[b,n] +Π
m
a[bRn]m) (19)
R˜mabn = R
m
abn −
1
d−1
δ[n
mRb]a . (20)
The projective Ricci tensor is defined as the trace of the projective curvature tensor and
vanishes identically
R˜αβ ≡R˜
µ
αµβ = 0. (21)
This construction is only a specific example of a projective connection but it laid the ground
work for the more general setting we now present.
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III. THOMAS-WHITEHEAD PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY
A. The general projective connection
The original Thomas projective connection, Π˜αµν , can be generalized to a connection Γ˜
α
βγ
[29–31], where explicitly
Γ˜αβγ =

Γ˜λλa = Γ˜
λ
aλ = 0
Γ˜αλλ = 0
Γ˜aλb = Γ˜
a
bλ = αλ δ
a
b
Γ˜abc = Π
a
bc
Γ˜λab = Υ
λDab
(22)
and where
Πa bc = Γ
a
bc + δ
a
(c αb) (23)
αa = −
1
d+1
Γmam (24)
Υα = (0, 0, . . . , 0, λ) (25)
αα =
(
αa, λ
−1
)
. (26)
Here the connection Γabc is any representative member of the equivalence class [Γ
a
bc] of
projectively equivalent connections, related via Eq. 7, and αa is that chosen member’s trace
component. However, keep in mind that Πabc exists in its own right in that it is traceless
and transforms like a traceless part of an affine connection. Notice also that only the λ
component for αµ appears in the projective connection Γ˜
µ
αβ . On M, the transformation
laws are
Γ′amn =
∂x′a
∂xb
∂xp
∂x′m
∂xq
∂x′n
Γbpq +
∂2xb
∂x′m∂′n
∂x′a
∂xb
(27)
α′a =
∂xm
∂x′a
αm +
∂ log |J |
1
d+1
∂x′a
. (28)
In the above, Dab generalizes the work of Thomas and transforms in such a way that Γ˜αβγ
transforms as an affine connection on N . This is the origin of the diffeomorphism field
Dab. In this construction, Υ is the fundamental vector on the Thomas cone and satisfies the
compatibility relation
∇˜αΥ
β = δα
β , (29)
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so Υβ satisfies the fundamental geodesic equation with unit proportionality
Υβ∇˜βΥ
α = Υα . (30)
For functions on N
Υβ∇˜βf = λ∂λf , (31)
showing that Υ generates scaling in the λ direction. One-forms βα on N are uniquely defined
by βa onM when βαΥα = 1 and the Lie derivative with respect to Υ vanishes i.e, LΥβρ = 0,
so that it is scale invariant. Under a TCN -transformation, Eq. (13), Υα and the covariant
derivative transform as
Υ′α =
∂x′α
∂xβ
Υβ (32)
∇′α =
∂xβ
∂x′α
∇β . (33)
Demanding that Γ˜αµν transforms as an affine connection
Γ˜′αµν =
∂x′α
∂xρ
∂xσ
∂x′µ
∂xβ
∂x′ν
Γ˜ρσβ +
∂2xβ
∂x′µ∂′ν
∂x′α
∂xβ
, (34)
and using the transformation laws of Υα and Γ˜λab, one finds that Dab transforms under a
coordinate transformation on M as
D′ab =
∂xm
∂x′a
∂xn
∂x′b
(Dmn − ∂mjn − jmjn + jcΠ
c
mn), (35)
where we define ja = ∂a log |J |
− 1
d+1 . One can show that the coordinate transformation law
of Dab as stated by Eq. (35) is an action of the general linear group on the components
of D. This property holds despite the presence of the coordinate-dependent object Πabc
in the transformation law[32]. This transformation law will become important later in the
correspondence with coadjoint elements of the Virasoro algebra in one-dimension.
A general tensor on M with m-contravariant and n-covariant indices we express as
T a(m)b(n) = T
a1a2...am
b1b2...bn . (36)
In what follows we refer to (m,n)-tensor onM as objects that transform as
T ′a(m)b(n) =
∂x′a1
∂xp1
. . . ∂x
′am
∂xpm
∂xq1
∂x′b1
. . . ∂x
qn
∂x′bn
T p(m)q(n) (37)
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under coordinate transformations. Similarly, we refer to objects as (m,n)-TC tensors on N
that transform as
T ′α(m)β(n) =
∂x′α1
∂xµ1
. . . ∂x
′αm
∂xµm
∂xν1
∂x′β1
. . . ∂x
νn
∂x′βn
T µ(m)ν(n) (38)
under a TCN -transformation. This will allow us to build actions that are invariant with
respect to TCN -transformations.
B. Geodetics revisited
Before discussing projective curvature relations, we now revisit geodesics and geodetics to
illuminate the projective connection. Consider a geodetic on N associated with the vector
field ζα = dx
α
du
. The parameter u is an affine parameter for ∇˜ such that
ζα∇˜αζ
β = 0 . (39)
Separating the M coordinates from λ, we have the expressions
d2xa
du2
+Πabc
dxb
du
dxc
du
= −2
1
λ
(
dλ
du
)
dxa
du
, (40)
d2λ
du2
+ λDbc
dxb
du
dxc
du
= 0. (41)
Together, these equations are covariant and projectively invariant. Let us consider a repa-
rameterization that can render Eq. (40) geodetic. In other words, does there exist a pa-
rameter τ that is affine with respect to the projective invariant Πabc? Let u → τ(u) so
that
d2τ
du2
= −2
(
1
λ
dλ
du
)
dτ
du
. (42)
This will eliminate the RHS of Eq. (40) and we can use this to eliminate λ in Eq. (41) with
d2λ
du2
=
λ
4
·
3( d
2τ
du2
)2 − 2( d
3τ
du3
) dτ
du
( dτ
du
)2
. (43)
With this, one finds that the reparameterization is viable if
Dbc
dxb
du
dxc
du
=
1
2
·
dτ
du
( d
3τ
du3
)− 3
2
( d
2τ
du2
)2
( dτ
du
)2
≡
1
2
S(τ : u) , (44)
where S(τ : u) is the Schwarzian derivative of τ with respect to u. For example, if the
kinetic term Dbc
dxb
du
dxc
du
vanishes, then requisite reparameterizations that render τ affine are
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the Mo¨bius transformations τ = au+b
cu+d
, where a, b, c, and d are real numbers. Another fa-
miliar example is when Dbc
dxb
du
dxc
du
= (m−1)m(m+1)
2u2
and the requisite transformation are the
exponential Mo¨bius transformations τ = (au
m+b
cum+d
). This corresponds to the coadjoint orbits
of the Virasoro algebra denoted by Diff(S1)/SL(2, m), where the isotropy group is generated
by Lm, L0, L−m. A Mo¨bius transformation is a one-dimensional projective transformation,
so we see that the preferred class of parameters for Πabc is preserved by projective trans-
formations rather than affine transformations. This motivates the description of Πabc as a
projective connection. The inclusion of Πabc in the TW connection, which incorporates the
field Dbc, allows us to apply techniques that are typically available for affine connections.
C. Projective geometry
One constructs the projective curvature tensor in the usual way
[∇˜α, ∇˜β]V
γ = KγραβV
ρ (45)
[∇˜α, ∇˜β]Vγ = −K
ρ
γαβVρ . (46)
from connections that transform as in Eq. (34). In terms of the connections, the curvature
can be written explicitly as
Kαµνβ = Γ˜
α
µ[β,ν] + Γ˜
ρ
µ[βΓ˜
α
ν]ρ . (47)
This transforms as a (1,3) TC tensor on N . Using Eq. (22) to expand Γ˜αµν we find the only
non-vanishing components of the projective curvature tensor to be
Kabcd = R
a
bcd + δ
a
[cDd]b
Kλcab = λ∂[aDb]c + λΠ
d
c[bDa]d.
(48)
By contracting the first and third indices of the projective curvature tensor, we can write
the projective Ricci tensor whose only non-vanishing components are
Kbd = Rbd + (d− 1)Dbd. (49)
Rbd is the equi-projective Ricci tensor from Eq. (16). The expressions in Eq. (48) are
precisely of the form seen in conformal geometry
Rabcd = W
a
bcd + δ
a
[cPd]b
Ccab = ∂[aPb]c + Γ
d
c[bPa]d ,
(50)
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where W abcd is the Weyl tensor, Pdb is the Schouten tensor, and C cab is the Cotton-York
tensor. In the above,W abcd is analogous to K
a
bcd in Eq. (48). If we consider the contraction of
the projective curvature tensor with a volume one-form gµ, that transforms as Eq. (28) and
is also invariant under projective transformations, we can form the projective Cotton-York
tensor, K(g)ναβ ≡ gµK
µ
ναβ . Then we can write
K(g)nab = gµK
µ
nab
=P[b|n|;a] −∆nP[ab] +∆[aPb]n +R
m
nab∆m, (51)
where ∆a ≡ ga − αa is a one form on M. K(g)ναβ is now explicitly seen as a (0,3)-TC
tensor on N and Knab is a (0,3)-tensor on M. When we introduce a metric tensor gam on
M in the next section, we will find that gµ = (ga,
1
λ
), where ga ≡ −
1
d+1
∂a log
√
|g|, is a
suitable volume one-form, Eq. (59). This also introduces the projective Schouten tensor [16]
Pab, which is a (0,2)-tensor on M. The form of Γ˜αµν in Eq. (22) allows for Dab to become
dynamical as Kαµαβ 6= 0, relaxing the Ricci flat condition in [25, 26, 31]. This allows us to
extend the Einstein-Hilbert action to projective geometry as in [10, 19].
If we choose a member of the equivalence class [Γcab], then we may express Π
c
ab in terms
of a specific connection and its associated trace αµ. With this, one may write Pab in terms
of Dab as
Pbc = Dbc − ∂bαc + Γ
e
bcαe + αbαc . (52)
The above is a generalization of [10, 19], where constant volume coordinates were used and
Γebc was regarded as Levi-Civita so αa = 0. Then, in that case, Dab = Pab and is a tensor in
the volume preserving coordinates. As stated above, Pab transforms as a tensor on M
P ′ab =
∂xm
∂x′a
∂xn
∂x′n
Pmn, (53)
which we may call the projective Schouten tensor in analogy with conformal geometry.
IV. COVARIANT METRIC TENSOR ON N
In projective geometry, a vector field χ on M may be lifted to a vector field χ˜ on N by
writing
χ˜α∂α = −(λχ
aκa)∂λ + χ
a∂a , (54)
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where κa is some object that transforms as ja in Eq. (35), i.e.
κ′a =
∂xm
∂x′a
κm −
1
d + 1
∂ log J
∂x′a
(55)
under a general coordinate transformation onM. We write the components of χ˜ as
χ˜α = (χa,−λxbκb). (56)
Similarly, if a one form v onM can be related to a projective one form v˜ via
v˜β = (vb + κb,
1
λ
) . (57)
It is clear that χ˜αv˜α = χ
ava. A generic vector on N , which has components η⊥ that are
unrelated to vectors onM, may be written as
η˜β =
(
ηb‖, λ(η⊥ − κaη
a
‖)
)
. (58)
The fundamental vector field Υ in Eq. (26) has no component parallel to M, for example.
We are interested in building an invariant action using the projective curvature. This
will require a soldering metric which transforms as a tensor on N and which is projectively
invariant. Taking a metric gab onM, one may view this soldering metric as the local tensor
product of two one-forms and write
Gµν =
gab − λ 20 gagb −λ 20λ ga
−
λ 20
λ
gb −
λ 20
λ2
 . (59)
Here we have replaced κa with ga ≡ −
1
d+1
∂a log
√
|g| as it is naturally built from the metric
degrees of freedom and does not introduce a connection. The constant λ0 has units of length
(like λ), and ensures that Gµν remains dimensionless when gab is dimensionless. Since Gµν
depends only on the spacetime metric gab, it is indeed projectively invariant. One can check
that Gµν satisfies the transformation law
G′(y)µν =
∂xα
∂yµ
∂xβ
∂yν
G(x)αβ (60)
when (xa, xλ) → (ya, yλ) = (ya, xλ|J |−
1
d+1 ). Furthermore, under this coordinate change the
volume form on N remains invariant, i.e.√
|G(xa, xλ)| dxλddx =
√
|G(ya, yλ)| dyλddy . (61)
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Here G(xa, xλ) and G(ya, yλ) are the metric determinants in the different coordinates. This
follows since from Eq. (59), we see that
|G| = |g| ·
λ20
λ2
, (62)
where g is the determinant of gab onM . Since y
λ = xλ|J |−
1
d+1 and 1
λ
→ 1
λ
|J |
1
d+1 , these terms
exactly conspire in Eq. (61) to maintain the invariant volume on N . Again, this motivates
why λ is called the volume coordinate. Lastly, the inverse of Gµν is given by
Gµν =
 gab −λgamgm
−λgbmgm
λ2
λ 20
(−1 + gmnλ 20 gmgn)
 , (63)
where gab is the inverse of the spacetime metric gab. This metric generalizes the work in
[10, 19], allowing TW gravity to be used in any coordinates. We can succinctly write the
metric and its inverse as
Gαβ = δ
a
αδ
b
β gab − λ
2
0gαgβ (64)
Gαβ = gab(δαa − gaΥ
α)(δβb − gbΥ
β)− λ−20 Υ
αΥβ, (65)
where we have defined gα ≡ (ga,
1
λ
). In TW gravity, the metric gab, the projective invariant
Πabc, and the diffeomorphism field Dab will be treated as independent degrees of freedom in
the spirit of the Palatini formalism [22].
V. γ˜µ ON N
Now we seek the γ˜α matrices associated with the projective metric Gµν given by Equation
59. The gamma matrices, γm, on a d-dimensional spacetime are defined by
{γm, γn} = 2gmnIN , (66)
where {·, ·} is the anti-commutator, gµν is the spacetime metric, N = 2⌊d/2⌋, and IN is the
N ×N identity matrix.
Let γ˜µ be the gamma matrices for the metric Gµν on N . These matrices satisfy
{γ˜µ, γ˜ν} = 2GµνIN (67)
as in Eq. (66). We will stay in even space-time dimensions. In this case, the gamma matrices
γ˜µ for Gµν will have the same dimension as the gamma matrices γ
m for gmn.
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Using the inverse of Gµν , Eq. (63), we immediately must have γ˜
µ = γµ if µ is a spacetime
coordinate index, say m, and where γm are the gamma matrices for the spacetime metric
gmn. The remaining gamma matrix is γ˜
λ. This matrix must satisfy
{γ˜λ, γ˜m} = −2λgmngnIN , m = 0, . . . , d− 1 , (68)
2
(
γ˜λ
)2
= {γ˜λ, γ˜λ} = 2
λ2
λ 20
(−1 + gmnλ 20 gmgn)IN . (69)
Recall the chiral matrix γ5 in four-dimensional spacetime. We will refer to it as γd+1 in the
general even dimensional case. It satisfies
{γd+1, γm} = 0 (70)(
γd+1
)2
= IN . (71)
Comparing Eqs. (68) and (69) to Eqs. (70) and (71), we see that we should have
γ˜λ = −
λ
λ0
(
iγd+1 + λ0gmγ
m
)
(72)
as the final gamma matrix for Gµν . Explicitly, the chiral gamma matrix γ
d+1 has the
following construction in terms of the other gamma matrices in d-dimensions
γd+1 =
i
d−2
2
d!
ǫa1...adγ
a1 . . . γad , (73)
where ai = 0, . . . , d− 1 and ǫ is the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor onM. Specif-
ically, for d = 4, the gamma matrices for Gµν are
γ˜m = γm when m = 0, 1, 2, 3
γ˜λ = −
λ
λ0
(
iγ5 + λ0gmγ
m
)
.
(74)
The fifth gamma matrix γ5 is crucial in discussions about chirality, which we will see when
we apply the TW connection to spinor fields. Eq. (74) shows that the volume bundle metric
Gµν explicitly builds in γ
5. Thus, we will expect our dynamical theory for Dmn to be chiral
in nature when interacting with fermions.
Eqs. (72, 73, 74) also serve to further establish the relationship between the projective
gauge field Dmn and the notion of volume on M. Any Lagrangian for Dmn will involve the
metric Gµν on N , which in turn can be constructed from gamma matrices. Eq. (72) says
that one of these gamma matrices includes a rescaling of γd+1 by λ, where γd+1 is itself
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related to volume due to the presence of the epsilon tensor ǫa1...ad . The epsilon tensor is
alternating in its indices and transforms as a tensor density that is used to construct volume
forms on M. Therefore, we can again, view λ as a parameter which determines a rescaling
of the volume element on M.
VI. THE VIRASORO ALGEBRA AND PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY
Here we will review three ways in which there is a correspondence between the projective
connection’s reduction to one dimension and the coadjoint elements of the Virasoro algebra.
The Virasoro algebra [4, 33, 34] may be regarded as the centrally extended algebra of vector
fields in one dimension. Let (ξ, a) and (η, b) denote centrally extended vector fields in one
dimension where a and b are elements in the center. Then the Lie algebra of these centrally
extended vector fields is given through the commutator
[(ξ, a), (η, b)] = (ξ ◦ η, ((ξ, η))0) , (75)
where ξ ◦ η is defined via
ξ ◦ η ≡ ξa∂aη
b − ηa∂aξ
b. (76)
Here we explicitly expose the valence of the one dimensional vectors. The symbol ((ξ, η))0
is called the Gelfand-Fuchs two-cocycle [35] and is defined explicitly as
((ξ, η))0 ≡
c
2π
∫
(ξη′′′) dθ (77)
=
c
2π
∫
ξa∇a(g
bc∇b∇cη
m)gmndθ
n , (78)
where gab is a one-dimensional metric. Eqs. (77) and (78) demonstrate an invariant pairing
between ξ and η′′′. The Gelfand-Fuchs two-cocycle is an example of an invariant pairing
between a vector and a quadratic differential B
< (ξ, a)|(B, c) >≡
∫
(ξB)dθ + ac =
∫
(ξiBij)dθ
j + ac . (79)
In the Gelfand-Fuchs two-cocycle, the pairing is between a vector ξ and a one-cocycle of η,
where this one-cocycle is a projective transformation[4, 5] that has mapped the vector field
η into a quadratic differential. Explicitly,
η∂θ → η
′′′dθ2 = ∇a(g
bc∇b∇cη
m)gmndθ
adθn. (80)
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The invariant pairing in Eq. (79) follows if the action of another centrally extended algebra
element, say (η, d), leaves the pairing invariant, i.e.
(η, d)∗ < (ξ, a)|(B, c) >= 0. (81)
This defines the coadjoint representation of the Virasoro algebra [5, 34].
ad∗(η,d)(B, c) = (ηB
′ + 2η′B − c η′′′, 0) . (82)
Then, a more general invariant two-cocycle relative to the centrally extended coadjoint
element B = (B, c) can be written as
(ξ, η)(B,c) =
c
2π
∫
(ξη′′′ − ξ′′′η) dx+
1
2π
∫
(ξη′ − ξ′η)B dx . (83)
One sees that the Gelfand-Fuchs case lives in the pure gauge sector, i.e. B = (0, c), of the
space of coadjoint elements. It was also observed [5] that this action is the same as the action
of the space of Sturm-Liouville operators on vector fields. Thus there is a correspondence
(B, c)⇔ −2c
d2
dx2
+B(x) , (84)
where on the left side (B, c) is identified with a centrally extended coadjoint element of the
Virasoro algebra and on the right side is a Sturm-Liouville operator with weight c and B(x)
as the Sturm-Liouville potential.
A. Correspondence through the transformation laws
Here, we show how the relation between a coadjoint element of the Virasoro algebra and
the Sturm-Liouville operator is reconciled by Thomas-Whitehead projective connections.
We will evaluate the connection in one-dimension where one can construct a Laplacian even
though curvature is unavailable.
Consider the transformation of the diffeomorphism field Dab in one dimension. One can
show that in one dimension, Eq. (35), i.e.
D′ab =
∂xm
∂x′a
∂xn
∂x′b
Dmn −
1
(d + 1)2
∂ log J
∂x′a
∂ log J
∂x′b
−
1
d + 1
∂2 log J
∂x′a∂x′b
+
1
d + 1
∂ log J
∂x′c
Π′cab, (85)
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reduces to[32]
δD = 2ξ′D +D′ξ −
1
2
ξ′′′ (86)
under an infinitesimal coordinate transformation. We may let D = qD where q is an arbitrary
constant. Then
δ(qD) = δD
= 2ξ′D +D′ξ −
1
2
ξ′′′
= 2ξ′qD + qD′ξ −
1
2
ξ′′′
= q
(
2ξ′D +D′ξ −
1
2q
ξ′′′
)
(87)
or equivalently
δD = 2ξ′D +D′ξ −
1
2q
ξ′′′ . (88)
Choosing q = 1
2c
, we see a correspondence between the one-dimensional Thomas projective
connection and the coadjoint element in Eq. (82). This improves the argument made in [10].
B. Correspondence through two-cocycles
The covariant metric allows us to improve upon another correspondence between the
projective connection and coadjoint elements discussed in [10]. We consider a projective
2-cocycle on N for a path C as
< ξ, η >(ζ)= q
∫
C(ζ)
ξα(∇˜αG
ρν∇˜ρ∇˜νη
β Gβµ)ζ
µdσ
− (ξ ↔ η) , (89)
where σ parameterizes the path. The vector ζµ ≡ dx
µ
dσ
defines the path C. Here, the
coordinates on N are xα = (x, λ). We choose the vector fields as ξβ = (ξb,−λξaga) and
ηβ = (ηb,−ληaga). Consider a path given by a fixed value λ = λ0 along the vector ζ
µ
λ0
=
( dx
dσ
, 0). The metric used to construct the projective Laplacian is the one-dimensional version
of Eq. (63). Setting the metric to a constant g11 and the components of the vector fields to
ξ1 and η1, respectively and keeping in mind that Π
a
bc = 0 in one dimension, one finds that
< ξ, η >(ζλ0 ) = q
∫
ξ1
(
2D11 − g11
1
λ20
)
η′1dx
+ q
∫
ξ1η
′′′
1 dx− (ξ ↔ η) . (90)
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Comparing this to Eq. (83), we make the observation that the projective connection and the
coadjoint element (B, q) are in correspondence through
2 qD11 −
q
λ20
= B , (91)
which recovers Eq. (83) for q = c
2π
.
C. Correspondence through gauge invariant action
Using the action in [10], we write the invariant projective Einstein-Hilbert terms as
SPEH =
∫
d2x dλ
√
|G|KαβG
αβ =
∫
d2x dλ
√
|G|K
= λ0
[∫
dλ
1
λ
] ∫
d2x
√
|g| (R + gab(2Pba − Pab))
= β
(
SEH +
∫
d2x
√
|g| gab(2Pba −Pab)
)
,
(92)
where we have used the projective Schouten tensor to write this in terms of the Riemann
scalar curvature for familiarity. In two-dimensions, the Einstein-Hilbert term is the Gauss-
Bonnet topological invariant. The Polyakov metric has constant volume and Dab and Pab
are equivalent. Evaluating this on the Polyakov metric in two dimensions gives the coupling
to the coadjoint element
SPolyakov Coupling =
∫
d2θP++h−− .
Again, the importance of this is to show dimensional universality of the interaction term in
the Polyakov action as
√
|G| K has meaning in any dimension. Thus, Dab is to the Virasoro
algebra of one-dimensional centrally extended vector fields as the Yang-Mills gauge field Aa
is to affine Lie algebras in one-dimension. Furthermore, the projective curvature Kαµνβ can
be used to build dynamical theories for Dab just as the gauge curvature Fab can provide
dynamics for the gauge fields related to external gauge symmetries.
VII. SPINOR FIELDS ON N
To this point, we have discussed the representation theory for the Thomas-Whitehead
connection as related to tensors. Now we examine the relation among projective connections,
spinors, and their associated Dirac equation. We will focus on spin 1
2
spinors throughout.
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A. The spin covariant derivative
To construct the spin connection for the generalized metric Gαβ we will need the frame
fields that make contact with the Minkowski space metric on the Thomas Cone. There are
several types of indices involved. First, there is a distinction between spacetime indices and
the extra λ coordinate on N . Second, there is a distinction between curved indices and flat
indices. To make calculations clear, we will adopt the following conventions for indices:
(1) Greek indices µ, ν − curved coordinates on N
(2) Latin indices m,n− curved coordinates on M
(3) Underlined indices a, α− flat coordinates onM, N
(4) λ− volume bundle coordinate
(5) 5− flattened volume bundle coordinate
We use the number 5 to represent the extra coordinate in flat space, due to the case of
four-dimensional spacetime, where the gamma matrices are commonly labeled 0, 1, 2, 3, 5 for
historical reasons. For the metric gmn onM , ema (with inverse e
a
m) are the associated frame
fields satisfying
gmn = e
a
me
b
nηab
ηab = e
m
ae
n
bgmn .
(93)
Similarly, the frame fields denoted e˜µα will be associated with the metric Gµν on N , and the
indices range over all dimensions, including λ for the curved coordinates on N
Gαβ = e˜
µ
α e˜
ν
β η˜µν
η˜αβ = e˜
µ
αe˜
ν
βGµν .
(94)
We may also use the frame fields to write the components of the Dirac matrices in curved
spacetime coordinates
γ˜µ = e˜µαγ˜
α . (95)
For the metric Gµν given by Eq. (59), the frame fields are listed as follows:
e˜ma = e
m
a
e˜m5 = 0
e˜λa = −λe
m
agm
e˜λ5 =
λ
λ0
.
(96)
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The inverse frame field components are then given by:
e˜ am = e
a
m
e˜ 5m = λ0gm
e˜ aλ = 0
e˜ 5λ =
λ0
λ
.
(97)
Let Γ˜µνρ be the components of the TW connection, and call ∇˚µ the corresponding covariant
derivative operator that acts only on the curved indices as opposed to flat indices. Define
ω˜µαν = ∇˚ν e˜
µ
α = ∂ν e˜
µ
α + Γ˜
µ
ρν e˜
ρ
α . (98)
We use the geometric object ω˜ of Eq. (98) to define a new spin covariant derivative
D˜µV
α = ∂µV
α + ω˜
α
βµV
β
D˜µVα = ∂µVα − ω˜
β
αµVβ ,
(99)
which recognizes tensorial objects, such as the vector V α, written in flat coordinates. We can
take the full covariant derivative of a geometric object with curved and flat spacetime indices
by using the ordinary connection coefficients Γ˜µνρ for curved indices and the spin connection
coefficients ω˜
µ
αν for flat indices. From now on, we will denote this full covariant derivative
operator by ∇˜µ. By construction, the frame fields are covariantly constant, satisfying
∇˜ν e˜
µ
α = 0 = ∇˜ν e˜
α
µ . (100)
Then for any vector V µ, we have
∇˜νV
α = e˜αµ∇˜νV
µ , (101)
so that the frame fields can be used to change indices without having to introduce an extra
derivative term.
With the frame fields on hand, we can calculate the coefficients of the TW spin connection
using Eq. (98). Recall the TW connection coefficients originally presented in Eq. (22):
Γ˜abc = Π
a
bc
Γ˜λbc = λDbc
Γ˜aλb = Γ˜
a
bλ =
1
λ
δab
(102)
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We simply need to plug these coefficients and the frame fields into Eq. (98) to get the TW
spin coefficients that we desire. For example, if a, b 6= 5 and µ 6= λ (which aligns with our
chosen index conventions), we have
ω˜abm =
(
∂me˜
n
b + Γ˜
n
ρme˜
ρ
b
)
e˜cnηac
+
(
∂me˜
λ
b + Γ˜
λ
ρme˜
ρ
b
)
e˜
c
ληac
+
(
∂me˜
n
b + Γ˜
n
ρme˜
ρ
b
)
e˜5nηa5
+
(
∂me˜
λ
b + Γ˜
λ
rme˜
r
b
)
e˜
5
ληa5 ,
(103)
and since ηa5 = 0 and e˜
c
λ = 0, this reduces to
ω˜abm =
(
∂me˜
ν
b + Γ˜
ν
ρme˜
ρ
b
)
e˜cνηac
=
(
∂me
ν
b +Π
ν
ρme
ρ
b
)
ecνηac
=
(
∂me
n
b + Γ
n
rme
r
b + δ
n
rαme
r
b + δ
n
mαre
r
b
)
ecnηac
= ωabm + αmηab + e
ρ
be
c
mαρηac ,
(104)
where ωabm (without a tilde) is the coefficient of the spin connection for the underlying
spacetime connection Γnpm. Thus, we see how the TW spin connection coefficients ω˜abm are
offset from the spacetime spin connection coefficients ωabm for a, b 6= 5. Below, we present
the full list of independent TW spin connection coefficients:
ω˜abm = ωabm + αmηab + e
ρ
be
c
mαρηac
ω˜abλ =
1
λ
ηab
ω˜a5m = 0
ω˜5bm = −λ0e
p
b
(
Dpm − ∂mgp + Γ
n
pmgn + αmgp + αpgm
)
ω˜a5λ = ω˜5bλ = ω˜55m = 0
ω˜55λ = −
1
λ
.
(105)
In Eqs. (104) and (105), we have explicitly written out Πνρµ in terms of a member of the
equivalence class, Γabc and its trace αa. This allows us to see the relationship to the spin
connection onM. It is clear that ω˜abρ is not anti-symmetric in a and b.
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B. The spinor connection
Let Ψ(x) and Ψ¯(x) be a spinor field and its Pauli adjoint, respectively representing a
fermion and its anti-partner on the manifold N . Then the covariant derivative acting on
the spinor is
∇˜µ = ∂µ + Ω˜µ , (106)
where
Ω˜µ =
1
4
ω˜αβµγ˜
αγ˜β (107)
and
∇˜µΨ = ∂µΨ+ Ω˜µΨ = ∂µΨ+
1
4
ω˜αβµγ˜
αγ˜βΨ . (108)
Similarly,
∇µΨ¯ = ∂µΨ¯− Ψ¯Ω˜µ = ∂µΨ¯−
1
4
ω˜αβµΨ¯γ˜
αγ˜β . (109)
The spin connection in Eqs. (107) and (108) have in general both symmetric and antisym-
metric components in their flat indices a, b. This is because the connection Γ˜µνρ on N is not
a metric compatible connection, since ∇˜ cannot be made metric compatible. The enveloping
algebra of the gamma matrices is thus
γ˜αγ˜β = −iσαβ + η˜αβI4 , (110)
where the Sigma matrices generate the local SO(4, 1) Lorentz algebra on the Thomas cone,
i.e.
[σαβ, σµν ] = −2i(ηαµσβν + ηβνσαµ − ηανσβµ − ηβµσαν) . (111)
The ω˜[αβ]µ therefore correspond to gauge fields for the local Lorentz transformation, while
the ω˜(αβ)µ generate a translation on the fermions to their tensor densities. Let us write
Ωµ = Ω
S
µ + Ω
A
µ , such that the symmetric component is
Ω˜Sρ = ω˜(αβ)ρη˜
αβ = (d + 1)ω˜ρ (112)
and the expected SO(4,1) connection is
Ω˜Aρ = −i ω˜[αβ]ρ˜ σ
αβ . (113)
In Eq. (112), the space-time component of this Abelian connection is Γaac ≡ Γc. In differen-
tial geometry, such a term appears in the presence of weighted spinors [36] that transform
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relative to an unweighted spinor φ as
φvw = det(g)
(vI4+wγ
5)
2 φ (114)
in four-dimensions. The spinor ψvw is said to have weight (vI4 + wγ
5). For these weighted
spinors, the spin connection is augmented to be[36]
Ωm → Ωm + (vI4 + wγ
5)Γm . (115)
We use this to define spinor representations (1
2
integer spin) on the Thomas Cone. First, we
remark that on the Thomas Cone γ5 is an invariant tensor since
λ0γ
5 = Υα1ǫα1···α5γ
α2 · · ·γα5 ,
where Υν = e˜ν µΥ
µ. Since λ → λ|J |
−1
d+1 , we can expect weighted spinor representations on
the Thomas Cone to be
Ψ(xa, λ) =
(
λ
λ0
) (d+1)
2
(vI4+wγ5)
φ(xa) (116)
and
Ψ¯(xa, λ) = φ¯(xa)
(
λ
λ0
)− (d+1)
2
(vI4+wγ5)
. (117)
Note that (
λ
λ0
)M
= e
(log
(
λ
λ0
)
)M
for a matrix M and
λ
∂
∂λ
(
λ
λ0
)M
=M
(
λ
λ0
)M
. (118)
C. The gauge invariant TW Dirac action
Eq. (108) is the general expression for the covariant derivative of a spinor field. For
the TW connection, we will use the spin connection coefficients given by Eq. (105) and
decompose the connection into its chiral and non-chiral parts. This will illuminate the
nature of the TW spinor connection on M. With this, /∇ becomes
/˜∇Ψ = γ˜α∇˜αΨ = γ˜
m∂mΨ+ γ˜
λ∂λΨ
+
1
4
(
γ˜mω˜abmγ˜
aγ˜b + γ˜λω˜abλγ˜
aγ˜b
+ γ˜mω˜5bmγ˜
5γ˜b + γ˜λω˜55λγ˜
5γ˜5
)
Ψ .
(119)
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And for Ψ¯,
/˜∇Ψ¯ = (∇˜αΨ¯)γ˜
α = ∂mΨ¯γ˜
m + ∂λΨ¯γ˜
λ
−
1
4
Ψ¯
(
ω˜abmγ˜
aγ˜bγ˜m + ω˜abλγ˜
aγ˜bγ˜λ
+ ω˜5bmγ˜
5γ˜bγ˜m + ω˜55λγ˜
5γ˜5γ˜λ
)
.
(120)
Evaluating these with the coefficients from Eq. (105) yields
/˜∇Ψ = /∇Ψ− i
λ
λ0
γ5 (∂λΨ)− λgmγ
m (∂λΨ)
+
1
4
[
d(αm − gm) + dαm − gm
]
γmΨ
−
1
4
i
[
λ0
(
Drm − ∂mgr + Γ
n
rmgn + αmgr + gmαr
)
gmr
+
1
λ0
(d + 1)
]
γ5Ψ , (121)
whilst
/˜∇Ψ¯ = /∇Ψ¯ + i
λ
λ0
(
∂λΨ¯
)
γ5 + λgm
(
∂λΨ¯
)
γm
−
1
4
[
d(αm − gm) + dαm − gm
]
Ψ¯γm
+
1
4
i
[
λ0
(
Drm − ∂mgr + Γ
n
rmgn + αmgr + gmαr
)
gmr
+
1
λ0
(d + 1)
]
Ψ¯γ5 . (122)
Here, ∇m (without a tilde) is the spinor covariant derivative operator associated with the
space-time connection Γmnr. Using this decomposition, we write Eq. (121) as
/˜∇Ψ = /∇Ψ− i
λ
λ0
γ5 (∂λΨ)− λgmγ
m (∂λΨ)
+Bmγ
mΨ− i
1
4
Ξ γ5 Ψ , (123)
where we’ve defined Bm and Ξ as
Bm ≡
1
4
(
d(αm − gm) + dαm − gm
)
(124)
Ξ ≡ λ0 (Drm − ∂mgr + Γ
n
rmgn + αmgr + gmαr) g
mr
+
1
λ0
(d + 1) . (125)
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The TW Dirac Lagrangian Density that yields the Dirac equation
i /˜∇Ψ− (M + iMχγ
5)Ψ = 0, (126)
for a massM and a chiral massMχ, may be written explicitly in covariant and self conjugate
form as
LTWD =
i
2
√
|G|Gµν
(
Ψ¯γ˜µ(∂ν + Ω˜ν)Ψ
− (∂νΨ¯− Ψ¯Ω˜ν)γ˜µΨ
)
−
√
|G|(MΨ¯Ψ + iMχΨ¯γ
5Ψ)
−
i
2
Ψ¯∇˜µ(
√
|G|γ˜µ)Ψ . (127)
The last term arises because the metric and covariant derivative operator are not compatible
since
∇˜µγ˜
µ = ∂µγ˜
µ + Γ˜µµαγ˜
α + [Ω˜α, γ˜
α] (128)
does not vanish. The commutator term is precisely where the field Dmn resides. We can
rewrite this so that the field equations on Ψ (or Ψ¯) are explicit if we integrate by parts the
derivative term on Ψ¯. Then
−
i
2
√
|G|Gµν(∂νΨ¯)γ˜µΨ
= −∂ν(
i
2
√
|G|GµνΨ¯γ˜µΨ)
+ Ψ¯∂ν(
i
2
√
|G|Gµν γ˜µΨ) (129)
= − ∂λ(
i
2
√
|G|GλλΨ¯γ˜λΨ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
total λ Derivative
− ∂a(
i
2
√
|G|GabΨ¯γ˜bΨ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
total space-time derivative
+ Ψ¯∂ν(
i
2
√
|G|γ˜νΨ) . (130)
The total space-time derivative may be eliminated on the boundary. However the total λ
derivative will in general be finite and could contribute to the field equations. Let us examine
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this term more carefully. One sees that
∂λ(
i
2
√
|G|GλλΨ¯γ˜λΨ) = ∂λ(
i
2
√
|G|Ψ¯γ˜λΨ) (131)
= −∂λ
(
i
2
λ0
λ
√
|g|Ψ¯
λ
λ0
(
iγ5 + λ0gmγ
m
)
Ψ
)
(132)
=
i
2
√
|g|∂λ
(
iΨ¯γ5Ψ+ λ0gmΨ¯γ
mΨ
)
. (133)
From the spinor projective representations in Eqs. (116) and (117), this will vanish when
w = 0, eliminating any chiral density terms. We also observe that the term, gmΨ¯γ
mΨ, would
vanish if the coordinates were gauge fixed so that gm = 0 (constant volume). Had we used
a constant volume metric, this condition would have gone unnoticed. This also guarantees
that the action is a scalar. The remaining term in Eq. (130) leads to the last summand
in the covariant Lagrangian density, Eq. (127). With this, we write the Lagrangian which
realizes the Dirac equation on Ψ as
LTWD =
λ0
λ
√
|g|
(
iΨ¯ /∇Ψ+
λ
λ0
Ψ¯γ5∂λΨ− iλgmΨ¯γ
m∂λΨ
)
+
λ0
λ
√
|g|
(
iBmΨ¯γ
mΨ+ ΞΨ¯γ5Ψ
)
−
λ0
λ
√
|g|(MΨ¯Ψ + iMχΨ¯γ
5Ψ) . (134)
Had we wished to add a Yang-Mills potential to the action, we would have a term
LYM =
√
|G|Ψ¯γ˜µA˜µΨ
=
√
|G|
(
−i
1
λ0
Ψ¯γ5Ψ+ Ψ¯γaAaΨ
)
, (135)
where a chiral mass termMA =
1
λ0
is induced. This follows since the corresponding projective
one-form for the matrix valued potential is
A˜µ = (Aa + ga1,
1
λ
1) , (136)
where 1 is in the center of the algebra. Then, using Eq. (72), we have the result
γ˜µA˜µ = −i
1
λ0
γ5 1 + γaAa . (137)
In the Lagrangian density, Eq. (134), we have left terms with explicit λ dependence of
Ψ. Following Eqs. (116) and (117), along with the requirement that the action be a scalar,
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we have
Ψ(x, λ) =
(
λ
λ0
) v
2
(d+1)
φ(xa)
Ψ¯(x, λ) =
(
λ
λ0
)− v
2
(d+1)
φ¯(x) ,
(138)
where v is the density weight which determines precisely how Ψ will transform under λ→ λ′.
In the TW Dirac Lagrangian LTWD of Eq. (134), this representation of Ψ will only affect
the terms
λ
λ0
Ψ¯γ5 (∂λΨ)−iλgmΨ¯γ
m (∂λΨ)
=
v(d + 1)
2λ0
Ψ¯γ5Ψ− i
v
2
(d + 1)gmΨ¯γ
mΨ . (139)
so that the TW Dirac Lagrangian can be reduced to a Lagrangian on ψ with v a weight
parameter
LTWD =
λ0
λ
√
|g|(iφ¯ /˜∇φ−Mφ¯φ)
=
λ0
λ
√
|g|
(
iφ¯ /∇φ−Mφ¯φ
)
+
λ0
λ
√
|g|
(
1
4
[
d(αm − gm) + dαm − gm
− 2gmv(d + 1)
]
iφ¯γmφ
+
1
4
[
λ0
(
Drm − ∂mgr + Γ
n
rmgn + αmgr
+ gmαr
)
gmr +
1
λ0
(d + 1)
+ 2
v(d + 1)
λ0
]
φ¯γ5φ
)
. (140)
A special choice of the weight v = −1
2
eliminates the induced chiral mass term (in the
absence of gauge fields) and also eliminates the metric density contribution in the coupling
to iφ¯γmφ.
The only λ dependence is in the overall coefficient λ0
λ
√
|g|. As we will discuss in Section
VIII, we may write ℓ ≡ λ/λ0 to be a dimensionless scale. By writing
√
|G| = 1
ℓ
√
|g|, we
have ∫
dλ
λ0
λ
= λ0
∫
dℓ
1
ℓ
= λ0 log(ℓf/ℓi) ,
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where ℓi and ℓf are original and final length scales. With this, we can make a field redefinition
of the fermions φ and define ψ = φ
√
λ0 log(ℓf/ℓi) so that the fermions ψ have the dimensions
of four-dimensional fermions. The four-dimensional TW Dirac action becomes
STWD =
∫
d4x
√
|g|
(
iψ¯ /∇ψ −Mψ¯ψ
)
(141)
+
∫
d4x
√
|g|
(
1
4
[
d(αm − gm) + dαm − gm
− 2gmv(d + 1)
]
iψ¯γmψ
+
1
4
[
λ0 (Drm − ∂mgr + Γ
n
rmgn + αmgr + gmαr) g
mr
+
1
λ0
(d + 1) + 2
v(d + 1)
λ0
]
ψ¯γ5ψ
)
. (142)
We see that λ0 still sets the chiral scale due to its presence in the last two summands of the
action.
In the discussion following Eq. (74), we noted that we should expect a dynamical theory
of Dmn to be sensitive to chirality of fermions. This expectation is realized by the TW Dirac
Lagrangian, Eq. (134), due to the presence of γ5. The theory is therefore chiral in this
sense. We remark that one can still eliminate d degrees of freedom by using a coordinate
gauge choice. For example, we could set ga = 0 (constant volume gauge for the metric),
αa = 0 (constant volume for the connection) or even ga = αa (compatibility of condition) in
Eq. (141). However, no gauge choice will eliminate the Dab fermion interaction.
VIII. GAUGE INVARIANT TW ACTION
The TW Action was introduced in [10] in order to give dynamics to the diffeomorphism
field. There, the correspondence with the coadjoint orbits of the Virasoro algebra was deter-
mined in the background of the gauged fixed 2D metric of Polyakov[21] that had constant
volume. Similarly in [19], the interest was to study the diffeomorphism field as a primeval
source for dark energy in a Friedman-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker background in constant
volume coordinates. As we have just seen in the Dirac action, writing the TW action in a
gauge invariant form reveals physically interesting structure. From [10] the TW dynamical
action is:
S = SPEH + SPGB (143)
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where the projective Einstein-Hilbert action is
SPEH =
1
2κ˜0λ0
∫
dλ ddx
√
|G|Kabcd(δ
c
ag
bd) (144)
and the projective Gauss-Bonnet action is
SPGB =
J˜0c
λ0
∫
dλ ddx
√
|G|
(
KαβγρK
βγρ
α − 4KαβK
αβ +K2
)
. (145)
We remark that both terms are generalized Gauss-Bonnet terms and one could presumably
continue adding generalized Gauss-Bonnet terms for higher interaction without compromis-
ing causality in the metric field equations [23]. Recall that the components of the TW
curvature tensor Kαβγρ are given by
Kabcd = R
a
bcd + δ
a
cDdb − δ
a
dDcb
= Rabcd + δ
a
cPdb − δ
a
dPcb − δ
a
bP[cd]
Kλbcd = λ
(
∂[cDd]b +Π
a
b[dDc]a
)
= λ
(
∂[cPd]b + Γ
a
b[dPc]a + α[dPc]b
+ αbP[cd] − R
a
bcdαa
)
,
(146)
where again
αa = −
1
d + 1
Γeea
Πabc = Γ
a
bc + δ
a
bαc + δ
a
cαb
Rabcd = ∂cΠ
a
db − ∂dΠ
a
cb +Π
a
ceΠ
e
db − Π
a
deΠ
e
cb
Rabcd = ∂cΓ
a
db − ∂dΓ
a
cb + Γ
a
ceΓ
e
db − Γ
a
deΓ
e
cb
Pbc = Dbc − ∂bαc + Γ
e
bcαe + αbαc
(147)
for any affine connection Γabc. The non-zero components of the TW Ricci tensor Kαβ are
Kbd = Rbd + (d− 1)Dbd
= Rbd + dPdb − Pbd.
(148)
Then the projective Gauss-Bonnet action SPGB may be decomposed as
SPGB = SPGB1 + SPGB2 + SPGB3 ,
where
30
SPGB1 =
J˜0c
λ0
∫
ddx dλ
√
|G| KabcdK
e
fgh
(
B bfcgdhae − λ
2
0 gageg
bfgcggdh
)
SPGB2 = −J˜0cλ0
∫
ddx dλ
√
|G|
1
λ2
KλbcdK
λ
fgh
(
gbfgcggdh
)
SPGB3 = −2J˜0cλ0
∫
ddx dλ
√
|G|
1
λ
KabcdK
λ
fgh
(
gag
bfgcggdh
) (149)
and we have defined the Gauss-Bonnet operator as
G ββ¯γγ¯ρρ¯αα¯ = Gαα¯G
ββ¯Gγγ¯Gρρ¯ − 4δγαδ
γ¯
α¯G
ββ¯Gρρ¯
+ δγαδ
γ¯
α¯G
βρGβ¯ρ¯ (150)
and for convenience, in terms of the metric onM,
B bb¯gg¯rr¯aa¯ = gaa¯g
bb¯ggg¯grr¯ − 4δgaδ
g¯
a¯g
bb¯grr¯
+ δgaδ
g¯
a¯g
brgb¯r¯ . (151)
Finally, we can write the full dynamical action as
S = SPEH + SPGB1 + SPGB2 + SPGB3 (152)
This form of the action is convenient for computing field equations. The curvature compo-
nents Kabcd and K
λ
bcd carry all of the Π
a
bc and Dbc (equivalently Γ
a
bc and Pbc) dependence,
while the metric tensor gab appears elsewhere in each part of the action, including in the
Gauss-Bonnet operator B.
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To illustrate explicit general coordinate invariance, it is also possible to decompose the
action as
S =
(∫
1
λ
dλ
)[
1
2κ˜0
∫
ddx
√
|g| K
+ J˜0c
∫
ddx
√
|g|
(
KabcdK
bcd
a − 4KabK
ab +K2
)
+ J˜0cλ
2
0
∫
ddx
√
|g|
(
gaK
a
bcd +
1
λ
Kλbcd
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
tensor
(
geK
e
fgh +
1
λ
Kλfgh
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
tensor
gbfgcggdh
]
.
(153)
Eqs. (146) and (148) demonstrate that Kabcd, Kab, and K are tensors on the spacetime
manifold M. Furthermore, we introduce Kbcd as the following rank-three tensor onM
Kbcd ≡ gaK
a
bcd +
1
λ
Kλbcd
= (ga − αa)R
a
bcd + (gc − αc)Pdb − (gd − αd)Pcb
− (gb − αb)P[cd] +∇cPdb −∇dPcb ,
(154)
where ∇a is the covariant derivative operator associated with the spacetime connection Γabc.
Since ga and αa have the same coordinate transformation law, we see that Kbcd is indeed a
tensor onM. This demonstrates that the action is a scalar as well as projectively invariant.
Owing to Eq. (154), all the λ dependence appears as overall coefficients. We will use the
interpretation of the coupling constants as in [19] to write them in terms of scale dependent
quantities. Let ℓ ≡ λ/λ0 be a dimensionless scale. Since only
∫
dλ 1
λ
appears in the overall
coupling, we again write
√
|G| = 1
ℓ
√
|g|. Then by integrating over ℓ, we can rewrite the
action in terms of coupling constants that have familiar interpretations
1
κ˜0
∫ ℓf
ℓi
dℓ
1
ℓ
=
log(ℓf/ℓi)
κ˜0
⇒ κ0 ≡
κ˜0
log(ℓf/ℓi)
(155)
J˜0
∫ ℓf
ℓi
dℓ
1
ℓ
= J˜0 log(ℓf/ℓi) ⇒ J0 ≡ J˜0 log(ℓf/ℓi) . (156)
Thus a natural scaling of the gravitational coupling constant κ0 and angular momentum
parameter J0 occurs as we move from one length scale to another. In this way, projective
geometry has a potential renormalization group interpretation. This link is under further
investigation. The characteristic projective length scale (inverse mass scale) is set by λ0.
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With this, we can rewrite the TW action as
S =
1
2κ0
∫
ddx
√
|g| K + cJ0λ
2
0
∫
ddx
√
|g|KbcdK
bcd
+ cJ0
∫
ddx
√
|g|
(
KabcdK
bcd
a − 4KabK
ab +K2
) (157)
where Kbcd has indices raised by the inverse metric on M
Kbcd = gbfgcggdhKfgh. (158)
IX. THE COVARIANT FIELD EQUATIONS
In the spirit of Palatini [22], we will treat the metric tensor gab and Γ˜
α
βγ as independent
degrees of freedom. This fits the framework of TW gravity, since the TW connection is to
be thought of as a connection over the space of equivalence classes of connections and is
not naturally tied to a particular metric. The metric Gµν serves only to maintain general
coordinate invariance on N , just as Dab exists in order to make the connection ∇˜µ covariant.
The covariant derivative is a projective invariant that is constructed only from projectively
invariant quantities such as Πabc and λ. However, as one sees in Eq. (22), the only degrees
of freedom that are allowed to fluctuate are Dab and Πabc. Therefore we will only need the
field equations for Πabc, Dab, and gab. We note that λ does not fluctuate and only sets the
volume scale.
A. Equations of motion for Πabc
In order to simplify the computation of the field equations, we will use F to denote an
object with the correct valence to form a scalar with another given object. For example, we
might write an expression such as KabcdF , where we would understand that F is an object
with components F bcda such that F forms a scalar upon tensor multiplication with K
a
bcd.
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With this, we compute the field equations for Πabc as:
S =
∫
KabcdF
=⇒ δS =
∫
(δKabcd)F
=
∫
δ (Rabcd + δ
a
cDdb − δ
a
dDcb)F
=
∫
δ (∂cΠ
a
db − ∂dΠ
a
cb +Π
a
ceΠ
e
db −Π
a
deΠ
e
cb)F
=
∫ (
− δalδ
m
dδ
n
b∂cF + δ
a
lδ
m
cδ
n
b∂dF +
(
δalδ
m
cδ
n
eΠ
e
db
+ δelδ
m
dδ
n
bΠ
a
ce − δ
a
lδ
m
dδ
n
eΠ
e
cb
− δelδ
m
cδ
n
bΠ
a
de
)
F
)
δΠlmn
(159)
and
S =
∫
1
λ
KλcabF
=⇒ δS =
∫
1
λ
(
δKλcab
)
F
=
∫
δ
(
∂[aDb]c +Π
d
c[bDa]d
)
F
=
∫ ((
δdlδ
m
cδ
n
bDad − δ
d
lδ
m
cδ
n
aDbd
)
F
)
δΠlmn .
(160)
These two variations lead to the full equations of motion for Πabc that are associated with
the appropriate object F . We have
δSPEH =
1
2κ0
∫
ddx
[
− ∂l
(√
|g|gnm
)
+
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
δml ∂e
(√
|g|gne
)
+
√
|g|
(
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
δmlΠ
n
dbg
bd +
✘
✘
✘
✘Πaalg
nm
−Πnlbg
bm − Πmdlg
nd
)]
δΠlmn ,
(161)
where the striked-out terms vanish because Πabc as well as its variation δΠ
a
bc are traceless.
The remaining contribution to the field equations would vanish if Πabc were the traceless
Levi-Civita connection of the metric gab, consistent with the original Palatini equations [22].
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The next contributions are
δSPGB1 = 2J0c
∫
ddx
[
∂e
(√
|g|Kabcd
(
B nbmcedla − B
nbecmd
la
+λ 20 glgag
nbgecgmd − λ 20 glgag
nbgmcged
))
+
√
|g|Kabcd
(
Πnef
(
B fbmcedla − B
fbecmd
la
+λ 20 glgag
fbgecgmd − λ 20 glgag
fbgmcged
)
+Πefl
(
B nbfcmdea − B
nbmcfd
ea
+λ 20 gegag
nbgmcgfd − λ 20 gegag
nbgfcgmd
))]
δΠlmn
(162)
δSPGB2 = −2J0cλ
2
0
∫
ddx
[√
|g|
1
λ
KλfghDclg
mfgcggnh
]
δΠlmn (163)
δSPGB3 = −2J0cλ
2
0
∫
ddx
[
∂d
(√
|g|
1
λ
Kλfghglg
nfgmggdh
)
+
√
|g|
1
λ
Kλfgh
(
glg
bfgmggdhΠndb + gag
nfgcggmhΠacl
)
+
√
|g|Kabcdgag
bmgcggdnDgl
]
δΠlmn .
(164)
By defining
Kˆ bgra = K
a¯
b¯g¯r¯G
bb¯gg¯rr¯
aa¯ and gβ = (gb,
1
λ
) , (165)
where the sums are restricted toM coordinates, the field equations for Πlmn may be written
as
−
1
2κ0
∇˘l
(√
|g|gmn
)
+ 2J0c∇˘d
(√
|g|Kˆ m[dn]l
)
−2J0cλ
2
0∇˘d(
√
|g|
1
λ
K λnmdgl)
−2J0cλ
2
0
√
|g|K βmcngβDcl = 0 . (166)
Here, ∇˘a is the derivative operator with respect to the fundamental projective invariant
Πlmn. We note that if the connection were chosen to be compatible with the metric gab,
then in the language of Tractor Calculus[18], Eq. (166) would imply that the projective
curvature is Yang-Mills [16].
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B. Equations of motion for Dbc
To find the field equations for Dbc, we proceed in the same manner as we did for Πabc.
The contributions are of the form:
S =
∫
KabcdF
=⇒ δS =
∫
(δKabcd)F
=
∫
δ (Rabcd + δ
a
cDdb − δ
a
dDcb)F
=
∫
[(δacδ
p
dδ
q
b − δ
a
dδ
p
cδ
q
b)F ] δDpq
(167)
and
S =
∫
1
λ
KλbcdF
=⇒ δS =
∫
1
λ
(
δKλbcd
)
F
=
∫
δ
(
∂[cDd]b +Π
e
b[dDc]e
)
F
=
∫
[−δpdδ
q
b∂cF + δ
p
cδ
q
b∂dF
+ (Πqbdδ
p
c − Π
q
bcδ
p
d)F ] δDpq
(168)
Again, by assigning the appropriate object F to each term we have:
δSPEH =
1
2κ0
∫
ddx
√
|g| [(m− 1)gqp] δDpq (169)
δSPGB1 = 2J0c
∫
ddx
√
|g|Kefgh
[
B qfcgphce − B
qfpgch
ce
+2λ 20 gcgeg
qfgpggch
]
δDpq
(170)
δSPGB2 = −4J0cλ
2
0
∫
ddx
[
∂c
(√
|g|
1
λ
Kλfghg
qfgpggch
)
+
√
|g|
1
λ
KλfghΠ
q
bcg
bfgpggch
]
δDpq
(171)
δSPGB3 = −4J0λ
2
0
∫
ddx
[√
|g|
1
λ
Kλfghgag
qfgaggph
+ ∂g
(√
|g|Kabcdgag
bqgcpgdg
)
+
√
|g|Kabcdgag
bfgcpgdgΠqfg
]
δDpq .
(172)
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Then the variation with respect to δDpq yields
1
2κ0
√
|g|(d− 1)gqp + 2J0c
√
|g|Kˆ q[cp]c
− J0cλ
2
0∇˘g(
√
|g|K βqpggβ) = 0 . (173)
Note the partial derivatives of Kλbcd, which make the field equations second-order differential
equations in Dbc.
C. Equations of motion for gbc
Finally, we will find the field equations for the spacetime metric tensor gbc. These equa-
tions will define the energy-momentum tensor Θpq from the variation of the action with
respect to the inverse metric gpq, i.e.
δS =
∫ √
|g|ddx
(
1√
|g|
δ(
√
|g|L)
δgpq
+
1
2κ0
(
δR
δgpq
+
R√
|g|
δ
√
|g|
δgpq
))
δgpq = 0 . (174)
One recognizes that this implies the Einstein equations
Rpq −
1
2
Rgpq = κ0Θpq , (175)
with κ0 =
8πG
c4
, and where the energy-momentum tensor is defined in the usual way, i.e.
Θpq =
−2√
|g|
δ(
√
|g|L)
δgpq
. (176)
With this in mind, we will be able to extract the energy-momentum tensor by subtracting
out the Einstein tensor from the action. First, let us consider the Einstein-Hilbert part of
the action SPEH. It has the variation
δSPEH =
1
2κ0
∫
ddxKabcdδ
c
aδ
(√
|g|gbd
)
=
1
2κ0
∫
ddx
√
|g|Kabcdδ
c
a
(
δbiδ
d
j −
1
2
gijg
bd
)
(δgij)
=
1
2κ0
∫
ddx
√
|g|
(
Kij −
1
2
gijK
)
(δgij)
=
1
2κ0
∫
ddx
√
|g|
(
(Rij −
1
2
gijR)
− (d− 1)(Pij −
1
2
Pgij)
)
(δgij) .
(177)
We recognize that the variation of SPEH has the form of the Einstein field equations, with
Kabcd taking the place of R
a
bcd. This is expected. For the SPGB1 term, we first find
δ
(√
|g|B bfcgdhae
)
F =
∫ √
|g|
[
−
1
2
gijB
bfcgdh
ae
+δcaδ
g
eδ
b
iδ
d
jg
fh + δcaδ
g
eδ
f
iδ
d
jg
bd
−4δcaδ
g
eδ
b
iδ
f
jg
dh − 4δcaδ
g
eδ
d
iδ
h
jg
bf
−gaigejg
bfgcggdh + gaeδ
b
iδ
f
jg
cggdh
+ gaeδ
c
iδ
g
jg
bfgdh + gaeδ
d
iδ
h
jg
bfgcg
]
F(δgij) .
(178)
We can get part of the variation of SPGB1 by putting a constant in front of Eq. (178) and
plugging in the appropriate F = KabcdK
e
fgh. The other part of the variation of SPGB1 can
be found separately. Altogether, we have
δSPGB1 = J0c
∫
ddx
√
|g|
[
−
1
2
gijB
bfcgdh
ae K
a
bcdK
e
fgh
+ 2KijK − 8KibKjdg
bd −KiabdK
adb
j
+KcidbK
db
cj +K
ca
ibK
b
caj +K
cad
iKcadj
+ λ 20
{
1
d + 1
gij∂a
(
geg
bfgcggdhKabcdK
e
fgh
)
− gageg
cggdh
(1
2
gbfgijK
a
bcdK
e
fgh +K
a
icdK
e
jgh
+KacdiK
e
ghj +K
a
dicK
e
hjg
)}]
(δgij) .
(179)
Similarly, variation of SPGB2 is given by
δSPGB2 = −J0λ
2
0
∫
ddx δ
(√
|g|gbfgcggdh
)
KλbcdK
λ
fgh
= −J0λ
2
0
∫
ddx
√
|g|
[
1
2
gijg
bfgcggdh + δciδ
g
jg
dhgbf
+δdiδ
h
jg
cggbf + δbiδ
f
jg
cggdh
] 1
λ2
KλbcdK
λ
fgh(δg
ij)
= −J0λ
2
0
∫
ddx
√
|g|
1
λ2
gcggdh
(1
2
gbfgijK
λ
bcdK
λ
fgh
+KλcdiK
λ
ghj +K
λ
dicK
λ
hjg +K
λ
icdK
λ
jgh
)
(δgij) .
(180)
Finally, the variation of SPGB3 is given by
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δSPGB3 = −2J0λ
2
0
∫
ddx δ
(√
|g|gag
bfgcggdh
) 1
λ
KabcdK
λ
fgh
= −2J0λ
3
0
∫
ddx
√
|g|
[
ga
1
λ
gcggdh
(
KaicdK
λ
jgh
+KacdiK
λ
ghj +K
a
dicK
λ
hjg
)
−
1
2(d + 1)
gij∂a
(
gbfgcggdh
1
λ
KabcdK
λ
fgh
)] (
δgij
)
.
(181)
Putting this all together defines the TW energy-momentum tensor ΘTWij as
ΘTWij =
1
κ0
(d− 1)(Pij −
1
2
gijP)
− J0c
(
−
1
2
gijB
bfcgdh
ae K
a
bcdK
e
fgh
+ 2KijK − 8KibKjdg
bd −KiabdK
adb
j
+KcidbK
db
cj +K
ca
ibK
b
caj +K
cad
iKcadj
)
− J0λ
2
0
(
1
d + 1
gij∂a
(
gbfgcggdhKabcdKfgh
)
− gcggdh
(
1
2
gbfgij
(
gaK
a
bcdgeK
e
fgh +
1
λ
Kλbcd
1
λ
Kλfgh
)
+KicdKjgh +KcdiKghj +KdicKhjg
))
(182)
where Kbcd = gaKabcd +
1
λ
Kλbcd. This demonstrates that the energy-momentum tensor is
indeed a tensor on M. Since we have used the Gauss-Bonnet action to describe dynamics
for Dab, the field equations are second-order differential equations in gab.
X. GEODESIC DEVIATION
To complete this study of the gauge covariant field equations and gauge invariant action
we examine the geodesic deviation equations on the Thomas Cone and their image on the
manifold M. Not only does geodesic deviation have importance in tidal forces, it can also
provide a mechanism to study radiative degrees of freedom in Dab. Here, we will examine
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the modification to geodesic deviation that results from the presence of the projective gauge
field Dbc. A review of geodesic deviation and its derivation in general relativity can be found
in textbooks such as[37].
A. The geodesic deviation equation
Let M be the spacetime manifold equipped with a metric gab. Recall the geodesic equa-
tion for any connection Γabc on M
d2xa
dτ 2
+ Γabc
dxb
dτ
dxc
dτ
= f(τ)
dxa
dτ
, (183)
where τ is some parameter. Here f(τ) = 0 if and only if τ is an affine parameter for Γabc. In
the presence of a gravitational field where the connection Γabc is compatible with the metric,
freely moving objects will travel along geodesics specified by Eq. (183).
Consider the space of geodesics xa(s, τ), where for each fixed value s = s0, we have that
xa(s0, τ) is a geodesic with affine parameter τ . This gives us a one-parameter family of
geodesics which allows us to examine geodesics that are close to each other. The geodesic
tangent vector T a(s, τ) and geodesic deviation vector Xa(s, τ) are given by
T a(s, τ) =
∂xa(s, τ)
∂τ
,
Xa(s, τ) =
∂xa(s, τ)
∂s
.
(184)
Eq. (184) leads to an immediate relation between derivatives of T a and Xa
∂Xa
∂τ
=
∂T a
∂s
. (185)
For a vector field V a onM, the intrinsic derivative of V a along a curve xa(τ) is given by
DV a
dτ
= ∇T b ∂
∂xb
V a = T b .∇bV
a (186)
Using Eq. (186), we can find an acceleration by taking the second intrinsic derivative of a
vector field. If we do this with the geodesic deviation vector Xa(s, τ) with respect to τ , we
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find
D2Xa
∂τ 2
= T c∇c(T
b∇bX
a)
=
∂2T a
∂s ∂τ
+ (∂cΓ
a
bd)T
cT bXd
+ Γabd
(
∂T b
∂τ
Xd + T b
∂Xd
∂τ
)
+ Γacd
(
∂T d
∂τ
+ ΓdbeT
bXe
)
T c .
(187)
Eq. (187) can be simplified since xa(s, τ) is a geodesic curve for all fixed s. Due to this fact,
we know that
T b∇bT
a = 0
=⇒ Xc∇c(T
b∇bT
a) = 0 .
(188)
Expanding Eq. (188) and rearranging terms yields
∂2T a
∂s ∂τ
=− (∂dΓ
a
cb)T
cT bXd
− Γabd
(
∂T b
∂s
T d +
∂T d
∂s
T b
)
− Γacd
(
∂T d
∂τ
+ ΓdbeT
bT e
)
Xc .
(189)
Using Eq. (189), we eliminate ∂
2Ta
∂s ∂τ
from Eq. (187) and find
D2Xa
∂τ 2
= (∂cΓ
a
db − ∂dΓ
a
cb + Γ
a
ceΓ
e
db − Γ
a
beΓ
e
cb) T
cT bXd
= RabcdT
bT cXd .
(190)
This is the geodesic deviation equation. Note we did not use metric compatibility to arrive at
this expression. The full Riemann curvature tensor Rabcd appears in the geodesic deviation
equation, including the Weyl term which does not usually appear in Einstein field equations.
Gravitational radiation can influence geodesic deviation directly making it a useful obser-
vational tool. We will now explore the projective modifications of the geodesic deviation
equation and insights on how the diffeomorphism field may be observed.
B. Projective geodesic deviation
We turn our attention to the diffeomorphism field which we also may consider as the
projective gauge field Dbc. To compute the resulting geodesic deviation on the spacetime
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manifold M for a general connection, we first must find the geodesic deviation of the TW
connection on N , and project this deviation down onto M.
From Eq. (190), the geodesic deviation Xα(τ) of the TW connection on N is given by
D2Xα
dτ 2
= Kαβσρ
dxβ
dτ
dxσ
dτ
Xρ , (191)
where the Greek indices range over all coordinates on N . Now, as in Eq. (58) let
Xα = (Xa,−λXaga +X
5)
define the projective geodesic deviation vector. We have included a perpendicular component
as physical vectors such as Xα = Ψγ˜αΨ might arise. However, for simplicity we will ignore
the X5 component in this discussion. We have used ga defined via a metric on N so as
not to spoil the projective covariance of the equation. Let us first consider the geodesic
deviation Xa where a is a spacetime manifold coordinate specifically (not λ). Since the
only non-vanishing components of Kαβσρ are the components K
λ
bcd and K
a
bcd, then Eq. (191)
reduces for α = a to
D2Xa
dτ 2
= Kabcd
dxb
dτ
dxc
dτ
Xd
=
(
Rabcd + δ
a
[cDd]b
) dxb
dτ
dxc
dτ
Xd
=
(
Rabcd + δ
a
[cPd]b − δ
a
bP[cd]
) dxb
dτ
dxc
dτ
Xd .
(192)
Here Rabcd is the Riemann curvature tensor for a connection Γ
a
bc which is not necessarily
compatible with the metric defining ga. Now the parameter τ is an affine parameter for the
TW connection on N , not for the Γabc connection on M. If we make a change of parame-
terization τ → u so that u is an affine parameter for the spacetime manifold connection, we
get using Eq. (42)
D2Xa
du
−
(
Rabcd + δ
a
[cDd]b
)
dxb
du
dxc
du
Xd =
(
2
λ
dλ
du
)
DXa
du
=⇒
D2Xa
du
−
(
Rabcd + δ
a
[cPd]b − δ
a
bP[cd]
)
dxb
du
dxc
du
Xd
=
(2
λ
dλ
du
)DXa
du
. (193)
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If we consider the λ component, we find
D2Xλ
dτ 2
= Kλbcd
dxb
dτ
dxc
dτ
Xd
D2(−λXaga)
dτ 2
=
(
∂[bDc]a +Π
d
a[cDb]d
) dxb
dτ
dxc
dτ
Xd
=
(
∇[cPd]b + α[dPc]b + α[bPc]d − R
a
bcdα
a
) dxb
dτ
dxc
dτ
Xd .
(194)
If we take ga = 0 as a gauge choice, the left hand side of the above expression vanishes,
leaving (
∇[cPd]b + α[dPc]b + α[bPc]d −R
a
bcdα
a
) dxb
dτ
dxc
dτ
Xd = 0 . (195)
This illustrates the complexity of Dbc (or equivalently, Pbc) as a dynamical field, since it has
its own field equations and energy-momentum tensor. Dbc will interact with the spacetime
geometry and have an effect on Rabcd. Thus geodesic deviation is a valuable resource for
observation, and the projective gauge field could explain defects in these observations via
Eq. (193).
XI. CONCLUSION
String theory may be thought of as originating from regulating Feynman diagrams in
gravitational theories, by adding a tiny dimension to the point particle as initial data. This
regulator quickly takes on a life of its own through the Virasoro algebra, which maintains
the reparameterization invariance. It has been shown [10] that projective structure and
subsequent projective geometry are the ubiquitous concepts that give meaning to this repa-
rameterization in any dimension. Affine geodesic lines, whether space-like, time-like, or even
null, enjoy reparameterization invariance irrespective of the underlying metric. The projec-
tive geometry of Thomas and later Whitehead [25, 26, 29] allows us to form a gauge theory
for unparameterized paths which induces a dynamical field called the diffeomorphism field.
These dynamical projective connections get their dynamics from the Thomas-Whitehead
Gravitational Action defined in [10]. However, those and subsequent results [19] used spe-
cific coordinates such as constant volume coordinates and background metrics. In this note,
we present the full gauge invariant Thomas-Whitehead action. There are many advantages
of having a gauge invariant theory, including the understanding of spontaneously broken
symmetry and the constraints that arise in classical and quantum field theories. The results
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here show precisely how any Dirac fermion will interact with the diffeomorphism field and
how chiral masses become manifest due to a volume scale. These gravitationally induced
chiral masses are affected by the dimension of the manifold, the number of gauge fields and
the spinor’s tensor density.
The use of geodesics extends far beyond gravitational theories and these results may be
of value in fluid dynamics, optimization, other gauge theories and even quantum computing.
Several projects applying the general TW theory presented in this paper are currently un-
derway including the quantization of the fully covariant TW theory, sourcing of cosmological
inflation, constraints imposed by affects on gravitational radiation, and applications to the
understanding of dark matter.
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Appendix A: Units, Conventions, and Helpful Calculations
The units of the various constants used throughout this paper for d = 4 are
[J0] =
ML2
T
, [Dab] = [Rab] = L
−2 ,
[ℓ] = dimensionless , [κ0] =
T 2
ML
[ddx] =TLd−1
(A1)
We may at times set c = 1 but expose factors of c when calculating numerical values. Latin
indices take values a, b, · · · = 0, 1, 2, . . . , d− 1 and Greek indices take values
µ, ν, · · · = 0, 1, 2, . . . , d, with the exception of the Greek letter λ, which refers to the pro-
jective coordinate xd = λ = λ0ℓ. A coordinate transformation and corresponding Jacobian
matrix over the d-dimensional space is given as
x′m = x′m(xn) , Jmn =
∂x′m
∂xn
(A2)
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A useful property of the determinant of the Jacobian matrix is its derivative in terms of the
coordinates:
∂ log |J |
∂xa
=
∂xn
∂x′m
∂
∂xa
∂x′m
∂xn
. (A3)
Our conventions for the Riemann curvature tensor Rabcd are the same as for the projective
curvature Kµναβ. The Riemann curvature tensor is written in terms of Γmab where as the
projective curvature is written in terms of Γ˜µαβ :
Kµναβ ≡ Γ˜
µ
ν[β,α] + Γ˜
ρ
ν[βΓ˜
µ
α]ρ . (A4)
Here and throughout, brackets mean anti-symmetrization and parenthesis mean symmetriza-
tion
Kαβ[µν] =K
α
βµν −K
α
βνµ , K(µν) = Kµν +Kνµ . (A5)
Eq. (A4) means the following must be true
[∇˜α, ∇˜β]V
γ = KγραβV
ρ (A6)
[∇˜α, ∇˜β]Vγ = −K
ρ
γαβVρ . (A7)
The d-dimensional metric gab is promoted to the Thomas cone metric Gαβ by adding
the appropriate projective contributions to the components. An easy way to see this is by
writing:
Gαβ =
gab − λ 20 gagb −λ 20λ ga
−λ
2
0
λ
gb −
λ 20
λ2
 . (A8)
Gαβ =
 gab −λgamgm
−λgbmgm
λ2
λ 20
(−1 + gmnλ 20 gmgn)
 , (A9)
Gαβ = δ
a
αδ
b
β gab − λ
2
0 gαgβ (A10)
Gαβ = gab(δαa − gaΥ
α)(δβb − gbΥ
β)− λ−20 Υ
αΥβ (A11)
where the d-dimensional metric gab has signature (+,−,−,−, · · · ,−) and the dimensionless
parameter ℓ = λ/λ0. The function ga ≡
1
d+1
∂a log
√
|g| is chosen as it transforms like the
trace of a connection and depends only on the metrics determinant. The d-dimensional Rie-
mann Curvature tensor Rabcd satisfies the same relation as the (d + 1)-dimensional tensor
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Kαβµν , Eq. (IIIC), but in terms of the d-dimensional covariant derivative ∇a. The commu-
tator of covariant derivatives on an arbitrary rank m-covariant, rank n-contravariant tensor
is equivalent to the following action of Rabcd
[∇a,∇b]T
d1...dn
c1...cm
=
−Rec1abT
d1d2...dn
ec2...cm − · · · − R
e
cmabT
d1d2...dn
c1c2...e
+Rd1eabT
e...dn
c1...cm + · · ·+R
dm
eabT
d1...e
c1...cm (A12)
We list all non-vanishing connections and curvatures below:
Γ˜abc = Π
a
bc; Γ˜
λ
ab = λDab , (A13)
Γ˜aλb = Γ˜
a
bλ = λ
−1δab , (A14)
Πabc = Γ
a
bc + δ
a
( c αb) (A15)
Pbc = Dbc − ∂bαc + Γ
e
bcαe + αbαc . (A16)
Kabcd = R
a
bcd + δ
a
[ cPd]b − δ
a
bP[cd] (A17)
Kabcd = R
a
bcd + δ
a
[cDd]b (A18)
Kλcab = λ∂[aDb]c + λΠ
d
c[bDa]d (A19)
Kλbcd = λ(∂[cPd]b + Γ
a
b[dPc]a + α[dPc]b
+ αbP[cd] − R
a
bcdαa) (A20)
Kµbµd = Kbd = Rbd + (d− 1)Dbd (A21)
= Rbd + dPdb −Pbd (A22)
K ≡ GαβKαβ = R+ (d− 1)D = R + (d− 1)P (A23)
R = gabRab , P = g
abPab . (A24)
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